Volunteer Computing, sometimes called Public Resource Computing, is an emerging computational model that is very suitable for work-pooled parallel processing. As more complex grid applications make use of work flows in their design and deployment it is reasonable to consider the impact of work flow deployment over a Volunteer Computing infrastructure. In this case, the inter work flow I/O can lead to a significant increase in I/O demands at the work pool server. A possible solution is the use of a Peer-to-Peer based parallel computing architecture to off-load this I/O demand to the workers; where the workers can fulfill some aspects of work flow coordination and I/O checking, etc. However, achieving robustness in such a large scale system is a challenging hurdle towards the decentralized execution of work flows and general parallel processes. To increase robustness, we propose and show the merits of using an adaptive checkpoint scheme that efficiently checkpoints the status of the parallel processes according to the estimation of relevant network and peer parameters. Based on our proposed mathematical checkpoint model, our scheme uses statistical data observed during runtime to dynamically make checkpoint decisions in a completely decentralized manner. The results of simulation show support for our proposed approach in terms of reduced required runtime.
Introduction
The emerging concept of Volunteer Computing [3] has proved its very large capacity for high performance computing in a series of highly successful projects, such as SETI@Home [2] . In SETI@Home, more than 1.5 million desktops are contributing processors for scientific computing and that led to over 535 TeraFLOPS of processing power as of 2008 1 . This is comparable to the fastest com-
Work Pooling and Work Flows
The BOINC [1] project is a generalization of SETI@Home and others which uses a work pool model, where a work pool server coordinates the work being done over a number of workers. Workers pull work units and push results.
The work pool model can be readily extended to handle work flows and doing so will support work flow based grid applications. In this model, a work pool server can coordinate the flow of work among several workers. Each step of the work flow would require communication to and from the server. The communication is required for multiple reasons: (i) the workers usually cannot communicate directly with each other, (ii) to avoid malicious volunteers the results from workers need to be scrutinized for correctness and (iii) a large work flow requires checkpointing to be efficient.
The server communication requirements increase proportionally to the number of work flow steps. More so, if the work flow contains iterative elements, i.e. cycles, then the communication to the server will increase proportional to the complexity of the iterations. Such communication could quickly slowdown more complicated work flows.
In general, one can model the work flow as a parallel process, i.e. as a message passing parallel program. A simple work flow is like a pipeline of tasks in a parallel process. It is also particularly suitable to do so for the cases when the work flow includes cycles with large numbers of iterations. In order to eliminate the communication to the server for each work flow step we propose the use of a Peer-toPeer based parallel architecture that allows the workers to scrutinize and checkpoint their results independently of the server.
Peer-to-Peer Based Parallel Computing
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) based parallel processing systems [15, 17] have shown that with proper designs the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [12] based P2P approach can potentially be used to collect free idle CPU cycles from the Internet efficiently with reduced maintenance cost and the risk of single point failure.
With respect to Volunteer Computing, one of the common issues is how to handle node failure and departure, which can happen relatively more frequently compared to centralized platforms. In the context of this paper, as both the node failure and departure would immediately make the computing and storage resources unavailable, we use the term failure to represent such events. The traditional Volunteer Computing projects like SETI@Home have a simple 'deadline' approach where each work unit is assigned together with a deadline for reporting results and thus the system can reassign the work unit again to another node if the results can not be reported on time due to failure. This approach is fine with data and parametric parallel programs where each work unit is usually independent of each other, however this mechanism is not sufficient to support work flows.
An alternative methods to counter nodes failure is to employ checkpoint and restart [9] in which the status of job is saved regularly and stored on reliable storage so the progress can be rolled back when any involved node fails. In this work we consider the open questions of how to choose the proper checkpoint interval T faced in our previous work [17] . The existing systems require users to manually choose the checkpoint interval before the job is submitted which is quite difficult without adequate knowledge about the running environment (e.g. available bandwidth, failure rate, etc.). Also, a statically set interval does not take medium to long term fluctuations in behavior into consideration, so it may lead to major overheads for the overall performance. We address the issue in this work by proposing an adaptive checkpoint scheme which can automatically adjust the checkpoint rate during runtime to reduce the total overheads for checkpointing.
Contribution
In this work, we propose an adaptive scheme for automatically making checkpoint decisions during runtime, the decision making method dynamically decides the optimized checkpoint interval based on the latest estimated network conditions which in turn is based on the real time statistical data collected online. The scheme is designed to be completely decentralized and doesn't rely on any historical data. We use simulations to show our model is better than the fixed checkpoint interval in terms of reduced total runtime.
Peer Uptimes and Checkpointing Impact
On dedicated platforms like clusters, machine failure can be regarded as exceptional events. For example, the PRAGMA grid web portal shows its 207 hosts have an average MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) of 68.5 days 2 . Given such uptime of more than two months, the risk of software and hardware failures can be mitigated with the help of the checkpoint and restart. The fixed checkpoint interval can work well with the interval set to be approximately checkpointing a few times daily as the overall overhead that can be introduced by the checkpoint operations is not significant.
However the machines running P2P software can disconnect from the P2P networks quite frequently and we found the rate of such departure dominates the reasons of job failure and the rate varies widely from time to time. We studied the peer availability trace data from two globally deployed P2P networks, the peer lifespan trace project 3 reports [6] the average peer uptime is about 121 minutes in its monitored Gnutella network, the Delft Bittorrent Dataset [18] based on more than 180,000 monitored Bittorrent peers reports an average uptime of 104 minutes. Such short average session time suggests that robustness design is essential as even a typical short job that takes several hours will suffer from a few failures.
We consider automatically adapting to the changing network conditions should improve upon a preset fixed checkpoint interval approach [17, 5] , because: (i) too small checkpoint interval T would lead to many unused checkpoint operations and thus increase the job execution time and bandwidth consumption for generating and uploading checkpoint image files. (ii) Large T reduces overheads mentioned above but can increase the impact of restarting, as the upper boundary of the wasted runtime is close to T . (iii) Nodes' failure rate can change from time to time, as shown in the visualized Overnet trace data [4] in Fig. 1(b) , any fixed checkpoint interval T may have sub-optimal performance in real deployed Internet environment as it does not adapt to such changes at all.
We use P2P file sharing network trace in this study because (i) there is currently no peer failure statistics available from Volunteer Computing systems like SETI@Home. (ii) The existing file sharing capacities can be used as an incentive for contributing CPU cycles, in this approach the future generation Volunteer Computing systems can be built as plugin for the popular file sharing software to benefit from its very large pool of users. We would expect the peer failure events in such hybrid systems be similar to the current peer availability trace used in this study. 
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The parameters used in this work are summarized in Table (1), the time line of the possible events and the relationship of the above parameters during the execution of a job are explained in Fig. 2 .
We model the peer failures as exponential distribution because this has been suggested by the community in some previous works [22, 11] . Tian and Dai [22] have recently reported that once peers are grouped into different categories according to their average uptime (e.g. long, medium and short uptime), peers' failure can be even better fitted to the exponential distribution. Our analysis of the Gnutella trace data also confirms this. As visualized in Fig. 1(a) , Gnutella peers are grouped into 5 categories (very long, long, medium, short and very short average uptimes) first and we found peer failures fit well with expected exponential distributions.
For the rest part of this paper, the MTBF is used to represent the failure rate for better readability and the actual failure rate is 1 M T BF because of the exponential distribution.
Online Parameter Estimation
The estimation of peer failure rate µ, the checkpoint overhead v which we use to compute the optimized checkpoint rate λ are given below. It would be desirable for each peer to carry out decentralized estimations based on its own observed network conditions, any centralized monitoring component should be strictly avoided for both the availability and scalability concerns.
Peer Failure Rate
We did a detailed comparative study [16] for the possible failure rate estimation methods and the results of the study indicate the Maximum Likelihood based method [16] outperforms the other commonly used estimation methods in most cases. In this work we use the Maximum Likelihood method for estimating peer failure rate µ. Basically, each peer in the P2P network pings its neighbours during the stabilization [21, 7] and this gives the peers the chance to observe neighbour peer's failures and thus the life time, t l,i , of each died peer can be computed, the Maximum Likelihood method that we are using tries to estimate the peer failure rate µ according to the average observed life time of the peers, t l . With K such observed peer failures, µ is thus estimated as:
The constant value 1.418 reflects that peer's neighbour set is a biased sample when observing peer life time as the peer with longer life time would in general have more chance to become other peers' neighbour. The estimation accuracy for the Gnutella trace is presented in Fig. 3 . We found in our previous study that the error rate of our estimation method is less than 15% for the network with fixed failure rate. The 20 minutes average estimation accuracy for the real deployed Gnutella network is also close to that error rate during the first 65% monitored hours according to the results visualized in Fig. 3 , with decreased accuracy for the next 35% of the trace where the failure rate becomes more dynamic. More detailed scheme for our failure rate estimation and its performance analysis is available in [16] .
Checkpoint Overhead
The checkpoint overhead, v, means how much time each checkpoint operation will slow down the parallel process. The overhead is caused by (i) dumping the whole memory space used by the process will have some stress on the memory and disk bandwidth, (ii) compressing the checkpointed status costs some processing cycles (iii) the available bandwidth need to be consumed to upload the checkpoint image file to a reliable storage and this will slow down the message passing for computing purpose. We estimate the checkpoint overhead v by observing both the average CPU usage of the parallel application process and the number of messages exchanged for computing purpose. To estimate the value of v, we first run the parallel application with and without checkpoint for both t seconds and the average CPU usage P 1 , P 2 and the totally number of incoming and outgoing messages M 1 , M 2 used for message passing during time t will be recorded. If the number of checkpoint operations performed is y, then we estimate v based on both the CPU usage and network I/O statistics and take the average value as our estimation: The above µ and v are computed according to local knowledge on each peer and thus they reflect the local peer's estimation. It can be more accurate if these local estimations can be combined, e.g. take the average value, to form better estimations. For example, in the coordinated global checkpoint [8] , all involved peers will checkpoint the status of the job once any peer issues the checkpoint command. If every peer issued such command according to their results of λ, which in turn depends on their own estimation of µ, then the global checkpoint rate for the system would be decided by the largest estimation of µ on all peers involved in the job. In this case, an average µ based on at least a few peers' estimation can be more accurate.
Runtime Utilization
In our scheme, we define the notion of utilization, U , as the fraction of time that is spent doing useful computation out of the total runtime between two job restarts. The remaining time is regarded as total overheads introduced by the checkpointing and costs of restarting. Assuming the system started at time 0 and a failure caused the job to restart at time t, then:
where C (t) is the useful computation time when the job fails at time t. We try to maximize the utilization by selecting an optimized checkpoint rate λ.
Optimal checkpoint rate
Allowing the peer failures to be modeled using an exponential distribution, with k peers used in the job and each has a failure rate of µ, any one of these k peer's failure would cause the job to fail and thus the probability for the job to fail at time t is given by the product of k exponential functions:
We break C(t) into two mutually exclusive components, depends on whether the job fails during checkpointing, and consider the case when the system fails at time t with probability P f (t). It is convenient to break time into checkpoint cycles of duration 1/λ and consider each cycle individually. In this way, the useful computation time at time t (during the ith checkpoint cycle, i ≥ 1, C = 0 when i = 0) is defined as:
Here we assume it takes v seconds to upload and save each checkpoint image where v is the overhead introduced by each checkpoint operation. We find the useful computation between two restarts by find the weighted sum over all possible cycles for both cases independently, defining C 1 and C 2 :
On average, the job fails every 1 kµ seconds and this would cost T d seconds for downloading the checkpoint image to rollback to the previous known status. Here T d is an estimated constant value of the average time required to download the checkpoint image and restart the job execution from that image. It is important to understand that the possible failure during restart and the extra cost introduced by such failure (i.e. to retry the restart operation) has already been taken into the measurement of T d . The average utilization is thus:
The desired λ leads U to peak when dU dλ = 0 and solution to this differential equation is:
where W(w) is the inverse function of f (w) = we w , called the Lambert W function. The trend of λ is visualized in Fig. 4 . Equation. (9) also shows the optimal checkpoint interval is independent to the overheads introduced by restarting, thus we agree with the same conclusion made in [23] .
Simulation Evaluation
Our proposed adaptive checkpointing scheme is evaluated using simulation. We extended the P2P simulator used in [16] to simulate the running of P2P based message passing programs under the affect of peer failure events. In this simulator a typical P2P network is simulated where peers can connect and disconnect randomly according to exponential distribution with specified failure rate, or according to the given peer availability trace. Each peer knows several other peers (neighbors) and peer departure events can be detected during each peer's stabilization [21, 7] . The observed failure events are used for network failure rate (µ) estimation as described in Section 3.1.1. Parallel jobs can be simulated by specifying the number of peers to use and its required runtime in a fault free environment. When the job is submitted, a list of peers is chosen at random to simulate the message passing job and the progress of such jobs can be saved periodically according to either fixed checkpoint interval or dynamically picked intervals produced by our adaptive scheme. The status of the job will always be rolled back to its previous saved checkpoint upon peer failure events. The peer failure rate, overheads, required runtime for the job in a fault free environment and the fixed checkpoint interval used in the naive fixed checkpoint interval approach can be set as the parameters of the simulation.
We choose to do the evaluation in such a simulated environment instead of in real deployed systems because: (i) to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no widely deployed P2P parallel processing systems that supports both message passing and checkpointing and (ii) the simulated environment allows us to test our proposed scheme in different network conditions which is essential to this work.
The metric called Relative Runtime is used intensively in this section to compare the performance of our proposed approach and the naive fixed checkpoint interval approach. The relative runtime means the percentage of runtime using a fixed checkpoint interval divided by the runtime required by our adaptive scheme:
Runtime using f ixed checkpoint interval Runtime using the adaptive checkpoint interval × 100%.
It is clear that a Relative Runtime value greater than one means the adaptive approach outperform the naive checkpoint approach for the given fixed checkpoint interval.
Evaluation
In Fig. 5 , the performance of the proposed adaptive scheme is compared with the naive fixed checkpoint interval approach under different network conditions. The de- fault values of k is 16 and we set the default checkpoint overhead v to be 20 seconds, as observed in the Heat Flow Simulation application in [17] . Fig. 5 (a) shows our adaptive scheme outperforms the naive approach in almost all different network environment which are typical settings to represent high, normal, low and very low failure rates. Fig. 5(b) plots the results of experiments in which the failure rates are doubled in 20 hours with different initial rates. We choose the 20 hours failure rate double time as such dynamism is observed in the Overnet trace data (visualized in Fig. 1(b) ), all other settings are the same as the ones used in the previous experiment. Instead of having a fixed checkpoint interval for the life cycle of the job, our adaptive scheme always automatically adjust the optimized checkpoint interval with the current failure rate taken into consideration. As we can see, our scheme again out performed the naive approach in almost all cases, an arbitrarily selected fixed checkpoint interval may cause the jobs running for much longer time. For example, when the initial MTBF is 3600 seconds, the runtime can be few times longer compared to our adaptive approach when the fixed interval is set to 250 seconds or longer. Fig. 5(c) shows the performance comparison with different number of peers used for the job. It shows with more peers used for the parallel job, e.g. 128 peers, the performance can be affected a lot more if the checkpoint interval is not chosen carefully. The different value of checkpoint overhead can also affect required runtimes, as presented in Fig. 5(d) , our adaptive scheme can always adapt to the various checkpoint overhead (network failure rate is MTBF=7200 sec) and provide optimized performance compared to the naive fixed checkpoint interval approach.
The adaptive scheme has also been evaluated with the real P2P availability trace data. In this experiment, each peer in the simulated P2P network joins and leaves the network according to the peer availability recorded in the Gnutella trace data [6] , thus the simulated network failure rate is modeled according to the real failures observed in the Gnutella network. The network size changes between 5000 to 18000 peers during the 7 days monitored period, we submit multiple jobs at different time and observe their average runtimes, the results are reported in Fig. 6 . As previously mentioned, the failure rate of the P2P network changes from time to time, our adaptive approach outperformed fixed checkpoint intervals because it can adaptive to the network environment and pick the right checkpoint interval to maximum the utility of the runtime. In Fig. 6(a) , our scheme adapts well to different value of checkpoint overhead and Fig. 6(b) shows that our scheme can help the number of used peers to scale much better when the checkpoint interval is very sensitive to the performance.
The above experiments show that our approach can adapt well for different network conditions and thus shift the hard task of choosing checkpoint intervals from the users to the parallel platform and the results support for our proposed scheme. The job performance is better guarded by balancing the overheads caused by performing the checkpoints and the costs of actually restarting from a failure which in turn is through monitoring the P2P network conditions.
Related Works
In [11] and [7] , the idea of probability based stabilization for Peer's finger table is proposed to better control the cost of stabilization and improve the P2P routing success rate based on the estimation of both the P2P network size and peer failure rate. A similar idea can also be found in the gossip protocol of [10] where the protocol computes the number of gossip targets to reach for gossip messages based on the estimated P2P network size.
For the failure aware checkpoint approach used in [19] , the cost of performing a new checkpoint is compared with the probabilistic cost of rolling back upon failure and a checkpoint will be performed if the later cost is larger. Possible failures during checkpoint and restart are ignored. The probability of resource failure used in [19] is predicted based on the daily resource usage pattern [20] which is collected days to months in advance. A similar resources availability prediction method, based on historical data, is used in [14] . In our work, we show that a major performance improvement in term of runtimes required to complete the jobs can still be achieved by carefully choosing checkpoint inter- vals based on real time measurement of network conditions and thus we avoid the requirement of relying on historical log data. Logging the local resources availability status on desktop machines may raise privacy concerns (e.g. when the computers are turned off, with certain probability that the users may not be at home or in office) and another issue is such historical statistics may not be available for peers in a P2P environment. This fact is also suggested in the study results on SETI@Home [2] . SETI@Home attracts 2,000 new machines daily [3] and some of them will only participate for a few days before they quit. Clearly, enough historical statistics can just not be available for some peers, however two weeks availability logging data is used to train the predicting algorithm in [14] and three months traces were involved in [20] for training.
Theoretical studies on the optimal checkpoint interval problem have been reported in [23] and [13] . In [23] , a checkpoint placement model is constructed to allow failures to happen both during checkpointing and rollback, however the checkpoints are assumed to be equidistant (i.e. the useful computation executed during each checkpoint interval is identical) and it only applies to single process situation. [13] provides an excellent literature survey of checkpoint performance optimization research and a system model that does not assume any failure distribution. However in [13] the assumption that failures will not happen during checkpoint and rollback is not practical especially with high nodes failure rate like P2P systems. The same assumption is also found in the [19] . Designed with the P2P network characteristics in mind, our checkpoint model allows peers to fail at any time, including failures during checkpoint and rollback, and it does not require the checkpoint intervals to be equidistant and thus always adapt to the changing P2P network conditions.
Conclusion and Future Work
The role of Peer-to-Peer based parallel computing in future grid systems is becoming more necessary as we consider large scale Volunteer Computing that employs work flow based grid applications. Given a highly dynamic environment like current P2P networks where most peers usually just keep online for hours, and other network conditions are also changing, it is complicated and inefficient for the users to decide how to choose suitable system parameters like the checkpoint interval. In this work we have proposed and evaluated an adaptive checkpoint scheme for parallel processing systems over Peer-to-Peer networks. The evaluation results show that our proposed approach which is based on network condition estimation is almost always better than the naive fixed checkpoint interval approach in terms of reduced runtime. The results of our work presented in this paper can potentially be used in the next generation of Peer-to-Peer based parallel processing systems to effectively handle churn events and provide robustness for the system. As a part of the future work, we are going to test this scheme in real deployed P2P message passing systems over the Internet. It would also be an interesting topic to study both the possibility and the feasibility of combining the historical log and the real time network conditions observation data to predict with higher accuracy of the parameters of the running environment.
